The dispersion and field structure of in-plane propagating p-polarized waves in n-GaAs/AIAs superlattice is studied in the frequency range below 10 THz in the presence of the steady magnetic field which is perpendicular both to the direction of propagation and periodicity. The existence of non-localized photon-phonon-plasmon modes as well as the magnetic-field--controlled mode localization at selected set of interfaces is predicted.
Introduction
In-plane propagating modes in superlattices (SL) are of interest for material science because they give information on the anisotropic properties hardly accessible in other ways [1, 2] . In the effective medium approximation (EMΑ), the component of SL dielectric tensor along the uniaxis has the poles not coinciding with that of the host materials, and it is not determinable from the normal-incidence data [3] . On the other hand, the localized modes being out of the EMΑ limits are of special interest because of their sensitivity to the properties of interfaces. Magnetic field is expected to control the mode frequency and localization. Therefore, the theory of coupled mode disperSion and field 8tructure accounting for the influence of steady magnetic fields needs to be developed presenting the aim of this paper.
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Problem formulation
The SL is formed by alternating layers of two materials with the frequency--dependent dielectric functions ε1(ω) and ε2(' ). The coupled excitations in particular layers satisfy the Maxwell equations with the boundary conditions of continuity and periodicity at the interfaces. We shall confine our investigation to the case of p-polarized wave, supposing that the steady magnetic field oriented along the z-axis is perpendicular both to the wave vector k (y-axis) and to the periodicity direction (x-axis). The dispersion relation is where α1,2 = (k 2 0 ε1,2 -k2)1/2 are the amplitude transverse decay constants, β
is the scalar dielectric function of the undoped material (AlAs), εL1 and εL2 are the high-frequency background dielectric constants, d = d1 + d2 is the spatial period of SL,' T and ωL are the frequencies of transverse and longitudinal optical phonons, 'ή and ω are the plasma and the cyclotron frequencies, and k 0 = ω/c.
With these assumptions, the dispersion relation (1) is solved numerically and the values of ω and k are used to calculate the field amplitude distribution according to [4] . The doped layers are supposed to be thick compared to the undoped ones: d1 = 2.25 μm (GaAs) and d2 = 0.25 μm (AlAs). The carrier density in GaAs layers n = 6 x 10 16 cm-3 .
Results and discussion
The coupled excitation spectum exhibits numerous dispersion branches with the lowest three being the most influenced by plasmons. These are labelled with letter P (Fig. 1) . The letters α-d mark the values of ω and k used for the field distribution calculations. The upper frequency region, in the vicinity of the AlAs Reststrahlen band, is not shown and will be discussed elsewhere.
The position of a low-group-velocity region in the middle part of the branch P1 (Fig. A) agrees with the characteristic frequency of non-localized modes ωb , obtained analytically in EMΑ neglecting the phonon effects [2] . The influence of phonons in the region shown in Fig. A results mainly in slight shift of the second branch (P2) cut-off frequency with respect to the value ω. The latter can be obtained in EMΑ including plasmon-photon coupling only [2] .
Dispersion branches below the Reststrahlen region of GaAs (Fig. B) are almost identical to those of bulk GaAs and their characteristic frequencies agree well with the values of ωR and ω 0 , obtained under the conditions of ε1 -> οο and ε 1 = 0. The SL effects are rather negligible here except the branch P3 which is
The field distribution for the branch P1 at small values of k (Fig. 2a) presents the slab-guided modes. With the rise of k the fleld distribution becomes nearly uniform across the spatial period showing the formation of a non-localized mode (ω = ω) which is not encountered in the propagation across the layers. At very large values of k the interface modes are observed (Fig. 2b) . Their fields are seen to decay from the unit cell boundaries, not from each interface. Magnetic field-or wave vector inversion shifts the mode localization to the other set of interfaces. This non-reciprocity is not encountered in the absence of magnetic field.
The second dispersion branch (P2) has a typical of non-localized modes distribution which transforms into the mode perfectly confined within doped layers with the rise of k (Fig. 2c) . Dispersion branch P3 at high values of k represents an interface mode (Fig. 2d) shifted by the value d2 with respect to the analogous mode discussed above.
Branch Al at small values of k is characterized by the longitudinal component of electric field nearly constant over the unit cell, whereas the transverse one is a step-like function being nearly zero in undoped layers. This distribution has no analogy in SL studied earlier. With the rise of k the confined mode forms similar to that in undoped SL [5] .
The coupled phonon-plasmon-photon mode dispersion is quite easily controlled by changing free carrier concentration (by temperature, photo, or electric--field-induced ionization), or by dc magnetic fields. The latter has an additional effect of localizing the interface excitations at selected sets of interfaces. This is important for the infrared testing of interfaces in SL, as well as for non-reciprocal optoelectronic devices.
